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Welcome to the Fourth Of July Weekend HFR!

Of course, the Hate-America Xiden Administration is once again blocking a fireworks celebration at Mount 
Rushmore, so those you see above was when we had a legitimate, Pro-America president, PDJT.

When you celebrate our nation’s independence, do so with the realization that this illegitimate infestation 
currently in the White House will soon be no more.  The latest demonstration of why:

x

Tout le monde was shocked speechless over Xiden’s “I sold state secrets” gaffe – the DC definition of which is 
“a politician accidentally telling the truth.”  But what really happened you can hear in the first seconds before 
the gaffe: “I was just thanking, ahh… ahh… anyway, I was just starting off without you…”

Thanking who?  The man sitting next to him, the Prime Minister of India Narendra Modi – and Dementia Joe 
forgot his name.  He then tried to cover it up with a monumentally cringe-worthy attempt at humor – which 
everyone took seriously because that’s what he and his family have sold to China.

Earlier this week you read in TTP The Beginning of the End for Biden? (6/27) and How Can the Democrats Get 
Rid of Joe? (6/28).  Both authors made good cases that Xiden is way past his sell-by date and the Dems know 
they have to take him off the shelf.  Just how is the question.  His Modi gaffe now make this question 
excruciatingly urgent.

For how do they “persuade” Joe (and make Jill a Godfather-offer she can’t refuse) to resign for “health” 
reasons, and not be stuck with a President Kamala who’s a worse electoral catastrophe than he is?  And they 
can’t force both to resign, placing Speaker McCarthy in the Oval Office!

Have Kamala suffer some sort of career-ending injury first?  Then Joe appoints, say, Moochelle as VP (good 
luck getting her approval by the Senate), then Joe/Jill take a powder so Moo’s husband can have his third term?

Maybe dispense with the theatrics and just order Joe/Jill to pull a Lyndon Johnson who lame-ducked and 
refused to run for a second term in 1968.  Tell Kamala she’s had her moment in the sun so forget the primaries, 
and let the primaries be a duke-out between Gruesome Newsom, Wretched Gretchen Whitmer, RFK2 et all – 
but that’s taking a horrific (to the Woke who run the party) chance that RFK2 would clear the field – which he 
would.

Truth is, it’s the woke fascist lunatics who’ve reached their sell-by date on the shelf of the Democrat Party.  It is 
they who’ve had a moment in the sun casting a dark shadow of evil over America.  The winds of the future are 
blowing them into the past, and whether under RKF2, RDS, or DJT, America will be in the sunlight once more.

************
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Speaking of sunlight…. Wow, did the sunlight of reason and constitutional courage shine on the Supreme Court 
in the last forty-eight hours. A mind-blow Hat Trick of three 6-3 decisions that has woketards everywhere 
mouth-foamingly apoplectic.

Yesterday (6/29):  Supreme Court Guts Affirmative Action, Effectively Ending Race-Conscious Admissions.  
Full text: Students for Fair Admissions v Harvard.

Hahahaha: ‘This Is Not A Normal Court’ – Biden Slams Color-Blind SCOTUS’ Decision To End Affirmative 
Action. Fun and informative read.

 

President Trump:

“This is a great day for America. People with extraordinary ability and everything else necessary 
for success, including future greatness for our country, are finally being rewarded. This is the 
ruling everyone was waiting and hoping for and the result was amazing. It will also keep us 
competitive with the rest of the world.

 

Our greatest minds must be cherished and that’s what this wonderful day has brought. We’re going 
back to all merit-based—and that’s the way it should be!”

 

One of many consequences to come: EEOC Commissioner: There Will Be More Challenges to Already Illegal 
DEI, Corporate Race Programs After SCOTUS College Ruling.  Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
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(EEOC) Commissioner Andrea Lucas:

“I think this is going to be a wake-up call for employers. Today is a time — the best time for 
lawyers to really take a look at the lawfulness of their corporate diversity programs. Even though 
many employers don’t use the word affirmative action, it’s rampant today, from ESG, to focuses on 
equity, pretty much everywhere, there’s a ton of pressure at the corporate 100 across corporate 
America to take race-conscious decision-making — race-conscious actions in employment law, and 
that’s been illegal and it’s still illegal.”

 

Today (6/30): SCOTUS Rules Against Biden’s 430 Billion-Dollar Taxpayer-Funded Student Loan Handout. 
Chief Justice Roberts writing for the majority:

“The Secretary’s plan canceled roughly $430 billion of federal student loan balances, completely 
erasing the debts of 20 million borrowers and lowering the median amount owed by the other 23 
million from $29,400 to $13,600. Six States sued, arguing that the HEROES Act does not authorize 
the loan cancellation plan. We agree.”

 

Millions of college graduates are in suicidal tears because they have to pay back their freebies at between $200-
300 a month. It’s so unfair so unbearable.  What crybaby freeloaders…

Today (6/30): Supreme Court Rules In Favor Of Colorado Graphic Designer Who Refused To Create Same-Sex 
Wedding Websites.  Justice Gorsuch writing for the majority:

“In this case, Colorado seeks to force an individual to speak in ways that align with its views but 
defy her conscience about a matter of major significance. 

 

But, as this Court has long held, the opportunity to think for ourselves and to express those 
thoughts freely is among our most cherished liberties and part of what keeps our Republic strong.  
But tolerance, not coercion, is our Nation’s answer. The First Amendment envisions the United 
States as a rich and complex place where all persons are free to think and speak as they wish, not 
as the government demands. BecauseColorado seeks to deny that promise, the judgment is 
reversed.”

 

Saving taxpayers close to half a trillion dollars, ridding universities and companies of racist policies, and 
upholding the First Amendment in the face of woke fascism, all in little more than 24 hours from yesterday 
afternoon to this morning – and by a solid conservative majority of 6-3.  Wow, wow, and wow again.  Yes, the 
dark cloud over our country is lifting.
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************

 

Concluding evidence for this is Justice Clarence Thomas’ brilliant 60-page Concurrence (starting at page 49) to 
the Harvard decision. Here are two excerpts with commentary:  The Best from Justice Thomas’ Harvard 
Concurrence by The Federalist, and Clarence Thomas’s Concurrence Is a July 4th Gift to America by Joel 
Pollack.

Joel’s is a must-read, although you might consider reading the whole Concurrence linked above.  He extensively 
quotes Thomas’ devastating refutation of Justice Kentanji Jackson’s dissent:

“Make no mistake: Her dissent is not a vanguard of the innocent and helpless. It is instead a call to 
empower privileged elites, who will ‘tell us [what] is required to level the playing field’ among 
castes and classifications that they alone can divine. … Then, after siloing us all into racial castes 
and pitting those castes against each other, the dissent somehow believes that we will be able—at 
some undefined point—to ‘march forward together’ into some utopian vision. … Social movements 
that invoke these sorts of rallying cries, historically, have ended disastrously.”

 

Ouch. Say goodnight, Ketanji.  Pollack concludes:

“This is among Justice Clarence Thomas’s finest opinions. It may even be called a ‘third founding; 
— a rescue or restoration of the country’s original vision, which has been shrouded for the past 
half-century by the idea that new discrimination is the only remedy for past discrimination.”

************

 

The farce of Prigo’s private 
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Wagner army marching unimpeded almost to Moscow, welcomed by locals and waved through by Russian 
military units, shooting several helicopter gunships and military aircraft out of the sky, then suddenly turning 
tail with no opposition last Saturday (5/24), is the latest sign that – as Rutgers Polisci Professor Alex Moytyl 
says – Russia Is Dying Right In Front Of Our Eyes.

Not only has Wagner split apart and pulled out of Ukraine – the best fighters Russia had – Putin’s entire vertical 
control hierarchy is falling apart, with the FSB/KGB state security forces now trying to destroy the high 
command of the Russian military.  Russia is rapidly descending into razborki, gang warfare between competing 
power centers.  Wagner fighters are now hiring themselves out to oligarchs and large companies as their private 
armies, like Gazprom has already.

And not just in Moscow and Russian cities.  Anti-Russian militias are forming in the non-Russian Caucasus 
republics like Chechnya, Ingushetia, and Dagestan, and the Moslem republics in the Middle Volga like 
Tatarstan and Bashkortostan.  All while Xi bides his time for the right moment to march in and take back 
Chinese Siberia, as Russia descends into a Mad Max-type dystopia.

 

Meanwhile, a Reuters/Ipsos poll taken earlier this week (6/26-27) show Most Americans Support Arming 
Ukraine.

“Solid majorities of Americans support providing weaponry to Ukraine to defend itself against 
Russia and believe that such aid demonstrates to China and other U.S. rivals a will to protect U.S. 
interests and allies…

 

The online Reuters/Ipsos poll was conducted nationwide, collecting responses from 1,004 adults, 
including 400 Democrats and 383 Republicans. It had a credibility interval, a measure of 
precision, of about 4 percentage points in either direction.

 

The poll found that 76% of Americans believe that providing aid to Ukraine demonstrates to China 
and other rivals that the United States has ‘the will and capability to protect our interests, our 
allies and ourselves’.”

 

Guess three-quarters of America doesn’t pay attention to Tucker now.

************

 

This has been a great week, brimmingly full, far from half.  One of these two optimistic men will be our next 
president:
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“I will sign a law prohibiting child sexual mutilation in all 50 states. And on day one I will re-instate the
Trump ban on transgenders in the military.”
— President Trump

Watch?the entire speech: https://t.co/m7dgSE7fnT pic.twitter.com/UpVYAvZ0HG

— Real America’s Voice (RAV) (@RealAmVoice) June 25, 2023

               ******

“Question: Are you in favor of eliminating any agencies?

DeSantis: We would do education, commerce, energy, and the IRS. If Congress won’t go that far, I’m 
going to use those agencies to push back against woke ideology”… pic.twitter.com/cAoZIXfESu

— Acyn (@Acyn) June 28, 2023

 

They, along with millions of Americans, are determined to rid our country of the social disease of wokeness, 
and sweep away the corruption degrading our government.  Let’s all be as optimistic as they are, let’s look 
forward to America’s future with no fear, and now, celebrate this Fourth of July weekend with joy.
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